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Home Theater Speakers 
GPX® 2.1 channel home theater speakers with stereo 

sound. Built-in amplifier. 3 surround 
speakers; left, right, and subwoofer. 
E12003

Digital Camera 
The cool and compact BELL+HOWELL digital camera is an excellent 
performer that captures still pictures at 5.0 megapixels resolution, and records 
videos while on the go. With 4x digital zoom and a 1.8” color LCD screen. The 
SDHC card slot provides up to 16GB of memory. Includes: A/V cable, USB 
cable, batteries, case and image editing software. 1003784

Portable CD Player 
Portable MP3/WMA/CD player with AM/FM 
stereo radio. 1000991

Clock Radio 
Clock radio charging station for iPod®, 
iPhone®. Just place your iPhone® or iPod® 
on the dock connector and forget about it. 
Dual wake to alarm or radio. Digital tuner 
for FM radio reception. Sleep 
and snooze functions. iPhone® not 
included. 1000617

Portable Speaker 
Portable Bluetooth® rechargable speaker 
with microphone, USB/SD/AUX-IN/FM 
radio. 1003931

Travel Bundle 
The 5-in-1 travel sound is a portable audio bundle featuring a compact speaker, 
headphones, earbuds, earbud organizer and audio splitter. With the lightweight 
folding design, you can enjoy your music 
anywhere. The audio splitter allows you 
to use two pairs of headphones or 
earbuds and share your music 
without disturbing others. 
iPhone® not included. Accessories 
not shown. E12005
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Hoop Earrings
Rhodium coated sterling silver textured 
hoop earrings. For pierced ears. 1000742

Ladies’ Watch 
Ladies’ strap watch with 
precision Japanese quartz 
movement and scratch-resistant 
mineral glass crystal. 1000746

Men’s Watch 
Men’s strap watch with precision Japanese 
quartz movement and scratch-resistant 
mineral glass crystal. 1000744

Infinity Earrings
Petite CZ infinity 
earrings. For pierced 
ears. 1000738 

Palm Tree Pendant
CZ Palm tree pendant on 18” chain. 1000740

Heart Charm Bracelet 
Rhodium over brass 
antique design toggle 
bracelet with heart 
charm. E12007

Ladies’ Watch 
Ladies’ watch with rotating bezel and 
stainless steel bracelet with push-button 
release clasp. Scratch resistant mineral 
glass crystal. 1000070
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                DecorYOUR

Bird Wall Clock 
Bird wall clock showcases golden birds and natural 
leaves surrounding a circular, old world style clock 
face. 12”H x 12”W x 1.5”D.  1000071

Set of Frames  
Set of frames in a brown woodgrain finish. 
Includes a 5” x 7” and 4” x 6” frame. E12016

Pillar Holders
Set of 3 Montana rustic pillar 
holders. 8”H, 12”H and 16”H. E12020

Diving Sea Turtle
Art glass with sparkling vibrant 
colors. 5”H x 10”W x 10”L. E1005643

 Enhance
                Decor

Stick Vacuum 
Dirt Devil® all-in-one stick 
vac, hand vac, and utility 
vac for multi-purpose 
cleaning. Lightweight 
design. E12015

Desk Globe
12” blue ocean desk globe. Lightweight 
and durable, the smoke black high 
quality base and semi-meridian are 
scratch resistant. 1001202
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Luggage Set
Set includes a 20” EVA rolling carry-on, a 14” boarding 
tote and a utility bag. Carry-on features a pull-up handle 
and “inline” blade wheels. E12022 - Red 

Slim Brief 
Padded compartment protects up to 16” laptops. Velcro front pocket offers 
business card slots, pen loops, and accessory pocket. Pocket on front and back of 
case provide a hideaway location for carry handles converting case to a sleeve. 
Removable, adjustable shoulder strap.  1001198

Duffle Bag
U-shape zippered opening to main 
compartment. Double carrying handles with 
velcro grip closure. Detachable and adjustable 
shoulder strap w/non-slip shoulder grip. Front 
flat zippered pocket and gusseted zippered 
pocket on both ends of duffle. 1003578

Storage Solutions 
Includes hair styling storage for your hair dryer, curling iron and brushes. Stainless 
steel and plastic construction. 9.75”L x 5.75”W x 9.5”H. Included contemporary tissue 
pod is suitable for use in the kitchen or bathroom. Non-skid base. Fits standard cube 
tissue boxes. E12024

Hamper 
Kids and grown-ups can keep whites and colors in their 
place with the stylish clothes hamper. Padded handles make 
it easy to transport washables to the laundry room and folds 

flat when not in use. 
1001206 - Brown/Blue
1001212   - Brown/Pink

Indulge         Indulge         
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Trimmer/Clipper 
Conair® 21-piece haircutting kit has what it takes to tame hair of 
all different types. Includes long-lasting, self-sharpening steel 
blades that are durable and precise. E12027

Foot Bath
Foot bath with toe-touch controls features 
a bubble massage with raised nodes for a 
gentle & relaxing foot massage. Includes 
3 accu-pressure attachments. 1001204

Bathroom Scale 
This bathroom scale is the perfect partner 
in helping you keep your personal weight 
goals. It features a new instant “Step-On” 
technology. It measures body fat, 
hydration levels, bone mass, muscle mass, 
calories, and weight up to 400 pounds. 
1005687

Hair Dryer 
Hair dryer features 3 heat and 2 speed settings for 
controlled results. Cold shot button releases cool 
air for setting the style. 1001208

Curling Iron 
John Frieda® by Conair® curling iron with 
1” barrel. LCD temperature control. Auto off. E12026

Iron 
This powerful steam iron by Hamilton Beach® features 
3-way automatic shut-off, easy-fill water intake, 
spray, blast and vertical steam with multiple 
fabric settings. UL listed. 1003834

Indulge         Indulge         

Hot Rollers 
Easy-wrap rollers with cool-touch ends 
curl hair evenly and prevent tangles. 
Includes 6 large, 8 medium, and 6 small 
rollers with firm-hold clips. Built-in clip 
storage. 1001221
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Food Chopper 
Hamilton Beach® 3-cup food chopper with 2 pulse speeds. Hidden cord storage. 
Dishwasher safe bowl, lid, and blade. 1005207

Hand Mixer 
Hamilton Beach® hand mixer with 
snap on case and easy access door 
for convenient storage. Features 6 
speeds with QuickBurst™ button. 
Bowl Rest™ feature. E12037

Beverage Dispenser 
Beverage dispenser with metal stand holds 2 gallons 
of our  favorite beverage. E12041

Can Opener 
Hamilton Beach® can opener with detachable cutting lever, 
automatic shutoff, and knife sharpener. Brushed stainless 
steel. Extra-tall design. E12035

Cake Pop Maker 
Nonstick baking plates makes 12 cake 
pops.  Includes lifting fork, paper sticks 
& fill injector. 1003847
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Hand Mixer 
Hand mixer includes blending wand 
and whisk. 
Dishwasher safe 
attachments. 1001144

Storage Bowl Set 
This set of storage bowls is good for multiple uses. Each piece is easy to clean and will 
help keep any food fresh. Includes 1 cup and 7 cup round bowl and 1 -  6 cup rectangular 
bowl. Each bowl comes with a lid. E12033



Coffeemaker 
Hamilton Beach® 5-cup 
coffeemaker with stainless steel 
carafé . Auto pause and serve. 
  Lighted on/off switch. E12029

Food Chopper 
Hamilton Beach® 3-cup food chopper with 2 pulse speeds. Hidden cord storage. 
Dishwasher safe bowl, lid, and blade. 1005207

Bake Set 
Bake and serve in a new set of Libbey® glass bakeware set. This set of 11 dishes is everything you need to make great 
pies, casseroles and other delicious baked goods. Includes plastic lids for the ramekins for easy storage. E1005272

Waffle Maker 
Hamilton Beach® Belgian style waffle 
maker with premeasured batter cup for 
the perfect amount. Deep grid design with 
batter overflow channel. Non-stick grids for 
easy cleanup.  Make whole waffles or break 
into 8 sticks.      E12038

Dinnerware Set 
16-piece dinnerware set includes 4 dinner plates, salad 
plates, bowls, and mugs. Dishwasher safe. E12046 

Toaster 
4-slice toaster features 

automatic toast boost 
that lifts slices higher 

for easy removal, 
auto shutoff, and 

shade selector. 
1001163

E

Flatware Set 
38-piece flatware set service for six. Includes serving 
set, pizza cutter, can opener, corkscrew, and salt & 
pepper shakers.      E1005389



EasyCooking MADE
 Easy

Cookware Set 
Cookware set features tempered glass lids and easy to clean interior & exterior. 
Includes utensil set, not shown. E12047 

Trifle Bowl 
Trifle bowl measures 8”.  Includes a 10 piece set of 
8 oz. dessert dishes, not shown. 1001999

10” Anodized Skillet 
Rachael Ray® 10” anodized  
skillet.  E12042

Multi-cooker 
4-piece stainless steel multi-cooker. Includes perforated 
steamer basket, pasta strainer with large handles, and a 
tempered glass lid. 8 quart. 1001170

Fryer 
Pre-seasoned cast iron 101/2” 
chicken fryer. 1001172

visit your program 
website for the most 

current products.

Prep & Slice 
Combine the utility of a cutting board and 
tray together with Prodyne’s Prep & Slice™ 
combo set. The cutting board fits into the top 
of the tray, like a lid. You can peel, chop, and 
slice fruits, meats, and more. Use bottom tray to season 
or marinate meats and vegetables. Includes set of paring 
knives. E12044

Cooking MADE
 

Popcorn Popper 
Orville Redenbacher® popcorn  
popper uses hot air instead of 
oil, resulting in a healthier 
and lower calorie snack. For 
the butter lovers the 
m  easuring cup on top of the 
popper doubles as a butter 
melter. 1001168
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Wind Spinner 
This wind chime features a powder coated steel 
design in the shape of a butterfly, with glass 
marble accents. Gives a delicate chime with the 
slightest breeze. E1005223

Mosaic Clock Thermometer 
14” mosaic butterfly clock with thermometer. Hand sculptured from durable, weather 
proof polyresin. Precision quartz clock movement. E12051

Bird Feeder 
Bird feeder uses attractive gazebo architectural 
detail. Large capacity design holds up to 10 lbs 
of seed. Easy to fill with lift off top. Constructed 
of durable and weather-resistant materials. 
Includes wire for hanging or can be pole 
mounted. Pole is not included. E1005247
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Solar Step Lights 
Set of two solar step lights 
constructed of high quality stainless 
steel. Even charges on cloudy days. 
Up to 8 hours of runtime on a full 
charge. Automatic sensor turns light 
on/off with no wiring required. E12050

Solar Lantern 
This solar lantern will add an attractive light to your garden, 
patio or deck. The light is enclosed in a galvanized steel frame 
with antique brown finish and frosted glass with a beautiful scroll 
pattern. The light is powered by an integral solar panel. 1001060

Bow and Arrow Set
Have lots of fun with this bow and arrow 
set. Includes: 2 arrows, armguard, quiver, 
finger tab, target. 1002317
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Telescope 
Get a closer look with the Vivitar® 60x120x telescope 
and tripod.  It makes a great companion for star 
gazing, bird watching or sporting events. 1001000

Buck® Knife 
Easy handling, lightweight, mid-lockback 
design knife with 1-hand deployment. Features 
ridges at the top for added grip. Measures 
5-1/8” closed and weighs 3.2 oz. The handle is 
glass reinforced nylon and has a stainless 
steel removable clip. Lifetime 
warranty. USA made. E12055

Binocular 
High powered magnification makes these popular pack-
along binoculars perfect for viewing wildlife. 12x25 
binoculars for crisp, clear viewing. 1002031

Lantern 
Ultra-bright Nichia® LED’s with convenient hanging hook, weather 
resistant. LED provides over 30,000 hours of usable light. 1001224

Crank & Solar Radio/Flashlight 
Be prepared during storms with the Kaito® Crank & Solar AM/FM radio. Can 
be used as a flashlight or set on a table as a lamp. Color may vary. 1000076

Car Vac 
Dirt Devil® Express™ plugs directly into your 12V DC socket in your car. 
The lightweight design makes it easy to carry and maneuver around 
your car and garage area. 1000077
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Tool Set 
Extendable ratchet and 
lighted extension set. LED light 
shines through sockets to work in 
low light areas. Includes 
18-piece 4-in-1 ratcheting 
screwdriver set. E12063

Socket Set 
Socket set includes sockets, universal 
joint, extension bar, ratchet, and 
comes in a carry case. E12060

Sound Cooler 
Keep your sound connected and your food and beverage cool with this 
sound cooler. Fully insulated and holds up to 24 cans. Complete with 
speakers for your MP3 player. Velcro flap at top for easy access. Requires 
4-AA batteries, not included. E12053

Multi-tool 
You’ll never be without your most necessary tools with 
this unique, travel-friendly, multi-tool. Features 
spring-action pliers, a file, scissors, 
tweezers, bottle opener and 
mini-screwdriver. 1000998

Stud Sensor 
Wood & metal stud detection 
through up to 1 1/2” deep surface 
material. AC detection identifies 
live wires up to 2” deep. Sequential 
LEDs and audible beeps indicate 
reading. E12059

Odd Job Tool 
This versatile “kitchen-drawer” 
solution from Crescent® includes 
the most commonly used household 
tools in a single unit. 1001095
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In the event that an item becomes unavailable by the manufacturer, we reserve the right to substitute a similar item of equal or better value. We also reserve the right to discontinue an item if a suitable 
alternative is not available. Photographs displaying props that are not mentioned in the copy are not part of item selection. Please allow four to six weeks for delivery of drop shipped items within this 
collection. Some items may require assembly. 051758

Deluxe Magniscope®  
Combination  home lab and 50x field microscope! 
Features battery powered light source and easy one-
hand operation of focus and light. Detachable 50x 

magniscope attaches to stable, removable storage base. 
Includes water dropper, brine shrimp eggs and hatchery, 
sea salt, plastic cover slips, activity guide, and more! 
Requires 2-AA batteries, not included. For ages 6+. E12067

Drum Set
Your child can drum freestyle or play along to nine 
pre-set melodies in a variety of musical styles. Or for more 
structured play, they can follow the lights on the drums 
as they learn about letters and numbers. With four 
ways to play and a variety of fun sounds, your child 
will love learning to the music with this educational 
toy! For ages 2-5 years. 1003850  

Lettersaurus 
Roar, sing and learn letters! Lettersaurus is the dinosaur pal that 
helps little learners explore letter names, letter sounds, colors and 
music. Each press of the 26 colorful letter buttons on his back 
rewards children with a familiar tune, and pressing his head lets 
them sing along to the Alphabet Song. You can even make letter 
learning a personal experience by adding in the first letter of your 
child’s name! 1004888

Kidiband Guitar 
Musical band features 3-in-1 band which includes 
a guitar, piano and drums. Rock out in freestyle 
mode or play along with 12 popular kids’ songs. 
For ages 3-6. 1003284
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Pull Puppy
Toddlers will enjoy taking this friendly puppy for 
walks. Sit, stand, or roll this cute puppy. Boosts 
coordination, balance, and physical strength.  Finishes are 
non-toxic, child safe, and of the highest quality. For ages 
12 months +. E1005239


